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Let C2 be a simply connected domain in the complex plane, and A(P), the 
space of functions which are defined and analytic on a”, if K is the operator on 
elements u(t, a, ,..., a,) of A(@+‘) defined in terms of the kernels k,(t, s, a, ,..., a,) 
in A(Q”+z) by Ku = CT-,, J”ii k,(t, s, a, ,..., a,) u(s, a, ,..., a,) ds E A(@+‘) and I 
is the identity operator on A(Q”+l), then the operator I - K may be factored in 
the form (I - K)(M - W) = (I - JJ K)(M - ITW). Here, W is an operator 
on A(@+‘) defined in terms of a kernel w(t, s, a, ,..., a,,) in A(Qn+2) by Wu = 
Jl w(t, s, al . . . . . 4 ~6, al , . . . . a,) ds. n W is the operator; IT Wu = sL,-, w(t, s, 
al ,..., 4 46 al ,..., 
al ,..., a,) ds + 
a,) ds. fl K is the operator; n Ku = Xyll J-ii k,(t, s, 
J:,-, k,(t, s, a, ,..., a%) u(s, a, ,..., a,) ds. The operator M is of 
the form m(t, a, ,..., a,)l, where m E A(.@+‘) and maps elements of A(@+‘) into 
itself by multiplication. The function m is uniquely derived from K in the 
following manner. The operator K defines an operator K* on functions u in 
A(@+*), by K*u = CyIt J”:* fdt, s, al ,... , a,) u(s, al , . . . . a,+,) ds + J:,,, h,(t, s, 
al ,..., a%) u((s, a, ,..., a,,,) ~3. A d e t erminant S(1 - K*) of the operator 1 - K* 
is defined as an element m*(t, a, ,..., anil ) of A(fP+z). This is mapped into 
A(@+l) by setting a,,, = t to give m(t, a, ,..., a,). The operator 1 - n K 
may be factored in similar fashion, giving rise to a chain factorization of I ~ K. 
In some cases all the matrix kernels K, defining K are separable in the sense that 
W, s, al ,..., a,) = Pi(t, a, ,..., a,) Q%(s, aI ,..., a,), where Pi is a 1 x pi matrix 
and Qi is a pi x 1 matrix, each with elements in A(Q%+l), explicit formulas are 
given for the kernels of the factors W. The various results are stated in a form 
allowing immediate extension to the vector-matrix case. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Q denote a simply connected subdomain of the complex plane C and 
A(Qn) the space of functions which are defined and analytic on Q x ~2 x .‘. x ~2 
(n times). This paper develops a theory concerned with the Volterra factorization 
of a class of Fredholm operators on A(Q), the set of analytic functions in Q, 
which is analogous to factorization theories on the real line developed in [l-3]. 
The most basic and obvious extension of Fredholm theory concerned with 
equations on the real line of the form 
considers kernels K(t, s) E A(Qz), points a, b E Q, and forcing functions 
g(t) E A(Q). Such kernels we call holomorphic, and these form an essential 
ingredient of the theory developed herein. However, this class of problem is 
somewhat restricted and does not include common kernels arising from the 
theory of ordinary differential equations. For example, the boundary value 
problem 
where 4, y(t) are n-vectors, A(t), h, p are n x n matrices, X + p = I, and the 
components ofy and A are elements of A(Q), can be transformed to an equivalent 
Fredholm equation 
~(4 = 5 + j” Ws) Y(S) ds + s,t PA(S) y(s) ds 
a 
incompatible with form (1 .l) since h + p # 0. This suggests that a richer 
extension would be obtained by considering the theory of equations of the form 
~(4 = g(f) + j' MC 4 ~(4 ds + it W, 4 Y(S) 4 
a 
where Fz,(t, s) and k,(t, s) E A(-@), g(t) E A(Q), or more generally, equations 
of the form 
y(t) = g(t) + f j” w, 4 Y(S) 6 ki E A(!2), i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
i=l cq 
(1.2) 
A special case of such an equation would arise as the multipoint analog of the 
example above, where the boundary condition is replaced by 
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where hi are such that CL, hi = 1. The equivalent Fredholm equations can be 
shown to be 
r(t) = E + i j-’ h’+) y(s) ds. 
i=l ai 
The fundamental elements of the theory developed here are operators of the 
form K, E [k(t, s)]~, k(t, s) E A(-@); t, s, a E Q, which map A(Q) into itself 
in the following way: For any u E A(Q), 
K,u = w, where w(t) = It k(t, s) u(s) ds E A(Q). 
a 
If we write 1 for the identity operator mapping each element u of A(Q) into itself, 
the typical Fredholm problem (1.2) can be written 
(I - K)u = g where K = f Ka, = f [W, az, * (l-3) 
i=l i=l 
In the case rz = 1, I - K is a Volterra operator with an inverse of the same 
form; when n = 2 and k,(t, s) + k,(t, s) = 0, I - K is a holomorphic Fredholm 
operator of the form (1.1). In general, K is called holomorphic if and only if 
f &(t, s) = 0 in A(P). 
i=l 
(l-4) 
In Section 2, the operators K and the function multiplication operators A? 
whose action is defined as follows: 
M E [m(t)] E A? if m E A(Q) and if for any u E A(Q), 
(l-5) 
Mu E [m(t)]u = w, where w(t) = m(t) u(t) for all t E Q, 
are shown to form subrings of the ring 0 of continuous linear operators on 
A(Q). Multiplication in this ring is that induced by operator multiplication in 8, 
and it is shown that Fredholm operators of the form M + K multiply according 
to the formulas 
(Ml + KJ(Mz + Kd = M3 + K3 > 
where n/r, = [q(t)], Ki = Cj”=, [kj(t, s)]~, , and i = (1, 2, 3) and 
m,(t) = ml(t) mz(t>, JEt3(t, s) = V(t, s) m,(s) + m,(t) b2(t, s) 4- %(4 Sk 
(1.6) 
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and 
In particular, 
For a given set of rr points a = (a, , a2 ,..., a,), ai E Q, we denote by s(a) or 
Y(a, Q) the ring of operators K of form (1.3), by S(a) those like M + K, 
M E A!, K E J(a), and by X(a), the subring of holomorphic operators 
KE 9(a) which satisfy Eq. (1.4). &‘( a is shown to be a two-sided ideal in ) 
F(a). Moreover, if K E Y(a) then I - K may be uniquely factored in the form 
I-K=(I- V)(I-H), (1.7) 
where I’ E 3(a,): so that I - 1/is an invertible Volterra operator, and HE S(a). 
The remainder of the paper is concerned with the problem of factoring I - K, 
K E #(a) in the form 
I-K = (I- V1)(I- V2) ... (I- V,), Vi E Y(ai), U-8) 
or something equivalent to it. Natural norms are defined on the elements A(Q) 
and 9(a), and it is shown that if K has sufficiently small norm then factorization 
of I - K in form (1.8) is possible. Since the right-hand side of expression (1.8) 
is invertible such a form cannot be expected to hold in general. For example, 
consider Eq. (1.1) for the case a = 0 and b in Q, k(t, s) I 1 in Q2, so that in 
the notation of (I .3) 
K = [llo - Dlb * 
A factorization of form (1.8) is possible and in fact 
(I - K) = (I - V,)(I - V,) 
= (I- [l/(1 - 4lcx~ + [l/(1 - w 
(1.9) 
provided S2 does not contain the point 1. Equation (1.9) can be interpreted as 
a factorization in terms of meromorphic functions in Q2, but in general this 
interpretation becomes untenable with three or more components in K. If 
Eq. (1.9) is rewritten in the form 
(I - K)(I - V,)-1 = (I - VI), 
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that is, 
(I- [llo + [11,)(~ - [l/(1 - S)lb) = (I - [l/(1 - s&J, 
then by multiplying both sides on the right by [( 1 - t)] E +4! we arrive at the 
factored form 
(I- VI0 + [lla)([l - 4 - [lL> = (V - tl - Ul,), (1.10) 
valid in the whole region Q of analyticity of K. Now 1 - t may be characterized 
as the “Weiner-Hopf determinant” or “W-H determinant” of I - K. For an 
operator of the form 
I - K = I- i [k,(t, s, a, ,..., un)]ai, 
i=l 
(1.11) 
the W-H determinant, D%(t) of I - K associated with a, is defined as the 
determinant of the operator 
n-1 
I- K” = I- C [W, s, a, ,..., ~,)]a, - [k,(t, s, a, ,..., u,)lt . 
i=l 
Our main objective in this paper is to show that operator (1.11) may, after 
the manner of the example above, be factored in the same form 
(1 - K)(P&)l - b(t, s, a, ,a..> 41,,) 
= (1 - qp,(ql - [@I s, a, ,a.*, %Jla,-,), (1.12) 
where &I? E $(a, ,..., a,-,), u E A(LP+2), and D%(t) E A(P+l). (I - R) may be 
factored in a similar fashion and so on, thus building a chain of factorizations 
as the analog of (1.8). Specifically, &?~$(a, , ua ,..., a,-,) is given by the 
following projection of K: 
n-2 
I=C = 1 [k&, s, a, ,... , un)lai + [Ll(f, s, a, ,..., a,) + k,(t, s, a, ,..., qJla,-, . 
i=l 
(1.13) 
An essential ingredient of the derivation of this general result is an embedding 
process in which we are led to consider families of operators K in which ui are 
parameters. Since kernels derived as products using formula (1.6) are analytic 
functions of a, we must consider the functions ki as functions of n + 2 variables 
in &2n+2) and [kila, as operators on A(D”+l). The ring product formulas (1.6) 
lead naturally to a kernel algebra 9&Q) of elements (k, , k, ,..., k,) which we 
write alternatively as Cy=, [k& , where ki = ki(t, s, a, ,..., a,) E LI(LP+~). This 
is isomorphic to the subring of &(Q,), s2, C Q which is obtained by considering 
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elements of &(s2) restricted to Qp+’ as elements of 9&J,). If 52, is small enough 
then any given K E &(Q) will have its norm as an element of 9’(&) sufficiently 
small to ensure the factorizability of I - K in form (1.8) in Q, . In Section 6, 
we first define the determinant of a Volterra operator (I - [v(t, s, a)],J as 
ex P (-J’ tr ~(8, 0, LY) ds) 
a 
and then show that it is consistent to define the determinant of I - K in Sz, as 
the product of the Volterra factors. This product in !Zn,“+’ has an analytic 
extension into QRn+l obtained by considering a class of degenerate kernels 
g(a, ,..., a,) which are dense in.X’(a, ,..., a,), and give an explicit representation 
for their determinants. 
The operator K E s(a) is degenerate if for some integer p, 
K,(t, S, a) = f Uj(t, a) b,i(S, a), t, s, a E 52n+2, (1.14) 
j=l 
where aj , bji E .Qn+r for i = 1, 2 ,..., n; j = 1, 2 ,..., p. More generally, if 
K E 4(a) and condition (1.14) is satisfied, then K is said to be separable. In 
Section 5, the basic factorization theorem is proved for separable kernels. The 
results are extended to general K in Section 7 as follows: The region Q can be 
represented as the union of an infinite nested family of compact simply connected 
open sets Q, ; such that Q,lCQ,z,O< r1 <r2 < 1, Q = &SZr. For 
any given r, K G %(a) has a representation 
K = D, + N, , 
where D, E 9(a, Sz) and N, restricted to Q. has norm less than any given E > 0. 
We use this decomposition together with the results on factoring operators 
like I - D, and small norm operators like 1- N, to obtain a factorization in 
52, . The factorizations are analytic in 52, and unique in Q,, if Sz,, is chosen small 
enough and therefore define a factorization in 9. A factorization for general K 
follows from the result described by Eq. (1.7). 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let Q denote an open simply connected subset of the complex plane C and 
A(Q?l) denote the space of functions which are defined and analytic on 
Q x Sz x ... x Q (n times). If w is an open subset with compact closure 
w C .Q and u E A(!%), then u j W” denotes the restriction of u to UJ~ and is a 
well-defined element of A(w”), and 1 u IW denotes the norm 
I u lw = SUP I "(h 9 5 >..., &)I. (2.1) 
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All operators considered in this paper are members of certain subrings of 
the ring 0 of continuous linear operators on A(!%). The natural topology in this 
setting is that induced by the sup norm (2.1) over arbitrary open sets w with 
compact closure in Q. 
Let J%’ denote the ring associated with point-wise multiplication of function 
values on Q defined as follows; Form E A(Q), the element [m] E &’ is the operator 
taking elements of A(Q) into A(Q) according to 
[?n]u = v, where 44 = m(t) u(t), tEQ. P-2) 
For any a E Q, 3(u) denotes the set of operators [Kla , K E A(@) which send 
elements of A(Q) into the same space according to the formula 
[k],u q --. v, where v(t) = It k(t, s) u(s) ds, tcSZ. (2.3) 
a 
The integral is taken over any path in Q connecting a and t. 
If a = (a, , aa ,..., a,) is a set of n points in Q, then 9(a) denotes the vector 
space of integral operators K of the form 
K = ‘f [Mzir 
i=l 
where [k&, E Y(q), i = 1) 2,.. ., n. (2.4) 
More generally, we denote by 9(a), the vector space of Fredholm operators of 
the form M + K, where ME& and KEY(~). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. A and 9(a) are vector subspaces of 0. 
Proof. If [m] EA and [kla E 9(u), let 
V n = [mlu, and w, = [k],pn , where U, E A(Q), n = 1, 2 ,... . 
We show that if u, converges to zero as n tends to infinity (i.e., given any open 
set W, w compact in J2, and any E > 0, there is an N such that for all n, , ng > N, 
I %a - % I(,, < l ), then vu, and w, tend to zero as n tends to infinity. 
&ppos: # is a univalent mapping of the open unit disc d onto Q. Denote 
bY w,. the range of 4 in Sz when its domain is restricted to the disc 
.d, = {z : z E @, 1 z 1 < r < I}. Since d#/dz is bounded on the closure d, of 
d, , the closure W, of wr is compact and lies in Q. Moreover, Sz = lJ,.<i We , 
and every set w with compact closure in Q is contained in some wr . Thus, 
given any w for which Al, has compact support in Q, choose T = rI < 1 so that 
wrI 3 w. Then 
I z’nl - vn2 L G I vnl - vn2 Iw* 1 G I m lWT 1 I %L1 - %Lp lw I1 ’ 
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Given E > 0, we can find N so that for all n, , na > N, 
Thus, both v, and w, tend to zero as II tends to infinity and hence [m] and [k]= 
are continuous linear operators on A(9) and so belong to 0. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. If n/l = [m] E J&’ and K = CT=, [k&, E 4(a), where 
a = (q , u2 ,..., a,), ai E Sz, and all ai are distinct, then M = K if and only if 
m = 0 and ki = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Proof. We need only prove the “only if” part. Fix t, x in 52 and assume 
4 5 a, , a2 ,..., a, are all distinct. Choose paths yi , yz, yz ,..., ‘yn in n such that: 
(1) (Ku)(t) = C:“=, Jyi ki(t, S) U(S) ds + JyI kl(t, S) U(S) ds E (K,@)(t) = 
CF=, syi ki(t, s) u(s) ds + sY; k,(t, s) u(s) ds =: (K+)(t) for every u E A(G); 
(2) Thecompactsetsr, =Y~UY~U...U~,~~~~,=~:U~,U...U yn 
do not separate the plane; 
(3) fy,-,,; k,(t, s)/(s - z) ds = 2nik,(t, 2). 
Let Li = M - Ki , i = 1, 2, and observe that the operators L, and L, are 
continuous operators on C(r,) and C(f,), the spaces of continuous functions 
on I’, and I’, . By hypothesis and construction, Liu = 0 for every u E A(Q) 
and hence by Mergylan’s theorem [5], Lif = 0 for every LIZ C(r,). Since 
f(t) == l/(t - z) E C(I’,), i = 1, 2, we have 
o = Llf _ ~,f = 11-,: e) ds = 2nik,(t, z). 
The arbitrariness of t, z implies k, = 0 in Sz. 
The same argument gives, successively, ki = 0 for i = 1, 2,..., n, and so 
K = 0. Thus M = 0 and this implies M. 1 = m = 0. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.3. (1) If K = CL, [kiln, with q’s all distinct then K = 0 
implies ki = 0, i = I , 2,. . . , n. 
(2) The identity operator 1 is not in Y(a) for any a such that ui E 52. 
Proof. Items (1) and (2) come directly from Proposition 2.2 on setting 
M = [0] and M = [I], respectively. Q.E.D. 
Corollary 2.3 shows that 9(a) is isomorphic to the vector space of kernels 
(4 , k, ,..., kn), where ki E A(Q2). 
It is a notational convenience to drop function arguments from expressions 
in cases where no confusion is likely to arise. In some places for the sake of 
brevity, we will write 
f s 
t hk, t hu instead of 
- 0 a 
ft h(t, 0) k(0, s) d0, j’ h(t, 0) u(8) de, 
‘67 a 
where h, k E A(S22) and u E .4(Q). 
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PROPOSITION 2.4. The vector spaces A, 9(a), F(a) are subrings of 0, where 
the multiplications in these subrings generated by the operator products in 0 are 
dejked as follows: If Mi = [mi] E Al, i = I, 2, 3, and H = xy=, [hila, , 
K = lZk l& , W = X?=, [w&, E 3(a) then 
(1) M,M, = MS ;f and on2y if m1m2 = m3 , 
(2) HK = W if and only if wi(t, s) = Cj”=, (Jij hj(t, 0) ki(B, s) dl9 - 
szi h<(t, 0) hj(O, s) d6)for i = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
(3) (Ml + H)(Mz + K) = (MS + W) if and only ;f m3 = m1m2, and 
44 4 = hi@, 4 m,(s) + ml(t) h(t, 4 
Proof. We prove case (3), as (1) and (2) are consequences of it. For all 
l.4. E A(Q), 
W4 + WWz + QW = (4 
= ml(t) m&) u(t) + ml(t) f Jt W, 0) u(e) de 
&I “i 
+ f j' hdt, 0) m,(e) u(e) de 
j-1 Clj 
+ f i I’ h&, 6) Je h& S) U(S) ds de 
j-1 i=l aj ai 
= Wlm21W 
where W = Cy=, [w& and 
w&, 4 = ml(t) W, 4 + W, s) m,(s) 
+ f (Jt h3(t, e) k,(e, s) de - J“ hi(t, e) h,(e, s) de). 
j=l aj Qi 
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Thus the operator product of two elements of F(a) is equivalent to a unique 
third element (Corollary 2.3) of the same vector space and generates a ring 
structure in F(a). The vector spaces &?, $(a) are seen to be closed under this 
product and to form subrings of F(a). Q.E.D. 
The rings A, Y(a), g(a) may be embedded in extended rings of operators 
by regarding a as a set of n parameters in Sz n. Since kernels generated by the 
product formulas above are functions of a we must consider these extended 
operators as mapping A(@+l) into itself. Denote these rings of operators on 
Wn+l) by An, A, and Ffl . An element K E & is essentially an ordered set 
of kernels &(t, s, u) E A(Qnn+2), which we can write as 
K = (k, , k, ,..., A,) or K = f [b(t, s, aNi, 
i=l 
and an element M of &’ is of the form M = [m(t, a)], where m(t, a) E A(@+l). 
Products are given by the formulas of Proposition 2.4, and so the point evaluation 
map 7(a) projects An, & , and Fm homomorphically on the rings JV, 9(a), 
and F(a). Since the II parameters a appear in all functions, elements of A(@+l) 
and A(52”+2) will often be written in the form m(t) and k(t, s) for the sake of 
brevity. 
Holomorphic operators play a special role in the theory and form a subring 
%?(a) or y;” of the rings Y(a) or Y;, , respectively. 
DEFINITION. If K = & [k& E 9(a), Ki E A(Q2), and CF=, Ki(t, s) = 0, 
then K is said to be holomorphic. Denote by X(a) the set of holomorphic 
operators in Y(a). Evidently sums of operators in X(a) belong to &‘(a) and 
we have a subvector space of J(a). That the same is true for products, and hence 
Z(a) is a subring, follows from the proposition: 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Z(a) is a two-sided ideal in Y(a) and in S(a). 
Proof, Let H = ~~=, [h& E X(a) and K = Cy=, [&In, E Y(a). Consider 
the product 
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This operator is in Z(a) because Cy=, Jij kj(t, 8) h,(B, s) dB = 0, since HE X(a), 
and in general W = Cj”=, Wi = KH belongs to 2(a). Thus X(a) is a left ideal 
in 9(a) and in fact in F(a) or even more generally in 0. 
The right ideal property is demonstrated in a similar fashion. Let Uj = 
H[&j,,5 and note that 
Evidently lJj E X(a) and so does HK = Cj”=, Ui , so that H is a right ideal 
in X(a) and also inF(a), since HM for any ME J.@ is obviously in Z(a). Q.E.D. 
The subring of operators H%(Q) is defined in an analogous fashion. K = 
Cy=l [ki]i E e%QQ) if K E &(Q) and ~~=, &(t, s) = 0 in A(SZn+2). The ideal 
property also holds in this ring, since it is true for every projection by the point 
evaluation map T(a) onto F(a). 
If Z/J is a given univalent map of the unit disc d with origin as center onto J2 
and I+& is the image in 52 under + of the disc A, CA defined by 
A,.={z:z~a=, Iz[ <Y < I), 
then Q = urcl Sz,. , and each Q,. has compact closure in 52. 
Denote by AJ!%+l), 71 3 0, the normed vector space with elements 
u(t, a) gA(.P+l) and norm 1 u I+- = ~up~,~~o;+* / u(t, a)] < co. It is readily 
seen that A,.(@+‘) ,C A”(G):+‘), the Banach space of bounded analytic functions 
in SZF+r, and that A”(SZr+‘) C A(SZ:+i). 
If a E G,” and K = xi”=, [&la, E 9(a, J2), then K may be considered as an 
element of the kernel algebra &(Gr) by identifying it with the element of 
&(!2,) with component kernels which are constant functions of a in SZFf2. 
Although this map does not preserve multiplication, it is useful as a technique 
for embedding individual elements of Y(a, Sz,) into &(a,.). Let KT denote the 
element of &(sZ,) identified by this embedding procedure. 
Since 52, is compact we can define a norm on the elements of #(9,) as follows: 
For K = Cy=, [ki]i E~JQ,), define 1 K ll. = (cb, 1 ki l.)u,. , where 
u, = 2r x 1 $‘(#-1(t))1, . (2.6) 
The operator norm of an element K acting on Aa(G denoted by 11 K/IT is 
given by 
1: K/II. = SUP (1 KU I,!/ u I,.), (2.7) 
UEPIS?,) 
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and similarly the operator norm /I K* iI7 of K* E Y&i&.) is given by 
PROPOSITION 2.6. If K = Cy-, [RJi E &(Q), then 
Moreoz~er, zy H, K, WE &,(A?) and HK = W, then 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
PYOO~. If u E Am(Q;2:+1) and w = Ku, then 
where t* = $-l(t), CZ: = +-‘(ai), and 8* = q!~-*(6), so that 
and hence jj K j/, < ) K jr. 
NOW suppose H = C,“=, [hi]< and W = Cy=, [zu& , and hence 
hj(t, 0) k,(B, s) db, - i j-’ hi@, 0) k!(B, s) d9 
i 
u(s) ds 
j=l ai 
348 
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where 
v(t) = f It k& s) u(s) ds E A”(Q;+‘), 
i-1 ai 
and so 
DEFINITION. An element k(t, s, u) E L&C@+~) is separable if there are 
functions fi ,..., fm ; g, ,..., g, E A(P+l) such that fl ,..., fm are linearly in- 
dependent and 
h(t, s, a) = f f& 4 gi(s, a). 
2=1 
PROPOSITION 2.7. If h(t, s, a) E A(IP+~), then for any E > 0 and Y -C 1 there 
exists a finite set of functions fi ,..., fm ; g, ,..., g, E A(LF+l) and a function 
n E A(.QRnt2) such that 
44 s, a) = 2 fdt, a) gds, a) + n(t , s, 4, 
i=l 
where / n jr < E. 
Proof. We may write 
46 s, a) = W$(t*), #(s*), $(a*)) = h(t*, s*, a*), 
where 4 is our previously chosen univalent mapping of A onto L?. Now 
h(t*, s*, a*) is holomorphic in An+2 and so has a power series 
h(t*, s*, a*) = 1 CelD~...D,+2a~Pla~9~ ... apt*v*+ls*Pn+? 
converging uniformly in A, . For given Y < I, choose m so that 
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has norm / n* ldr < E. We now have 
h(t, s, a) = 1 C,l....n;,(~-1(a,))91 *-* (~-1(an))““(~-‘(t))911flo2)~+z 
O<Pj<m. 
t- n(t, s, a), 
where n(t, s, a) = n*(#-l(t), #-l(s), +-l(a,),..., $-l(u,)) and 1 n I7 < E. The 
polynomial may be factored in the form required. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. Suppose K = CF=, [&I, E &(a) and each ki is separable. Then 
the operator K is said to be separable. We define in a similar manner separable 
operators of $(a, Q). 
Suppose K is separable and ki(t, s, a) = Czlfji(t, a) gj(s, a). If u’(t, a) 
denotes the row vector (frr,far ,..., f& ,f12 ,..., j$a ,..., fin ,..., fL,> and bi(s, a) 
the. transpose of the row vector (0, 0 ,...,..., gli, g,% ,..., gki , 0 ,...,..., 0), where gi, 
follows m, + m, + ... + miPl zeros, then 
&(t, s, a) = a’(& a) bi(s, a), (2.11) 
where multiplication is the scalar product. We may derive from u’(t, a) a vector 
composed of just its linearly independent elements and modify each b( accord- 
ingly to obtain a new representation (2.11) in which a’ is composed of linearly 
independent elements. The separable operator K may therefore be assumed 
to have a representation 
K = 2 [a’(& a) &, ah , 
i=l 
(2.12) 
where u’(t, a) has linearly independent elements. Then if K is also holomorphic 
so that 
u’(t, a) f bi(s, a) = 0, 
I I i=l 
then we must have 
gl bi(s, a) = 0. (2.13) 
DEFINITION. If K E =%(Q), Wh Q)) an d is separable then K is said to be 
degenerate. The class of such operators is denoted by gn(sZ), (B(a, 52)). 
PROPOSITION 2.8. The elements 9,,(Q) form an ideal in Yn(Q) and in F%(Q). 
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Proof. Let K = I:= r [kJi E Yn(Q) and D ~9,@). We may assume a 
representation (2.12) for 9 where (2.13) holds. If U = KD = xy=, [z+]~ , then 
uj(t, s, a) = i J’ ki(t, 0, a) a’(@, a) &$(s, a) 
i=l a, 
L== if’(t, a) bj(s, a), 
where ~‘(t, a) = x.b, J-ii &(t, 0, a) ~‘(0, a) d0. Thus U is degenerate and also 
holomorphic from Eq. (2.13). On the other hand, if W = DK then 
where 
wj(t, s, a) = a’(4 a) &(s, a), 
Each wi is separable and evidently Cy=, hi(s, a) = 0, and so U, WE B,(Q). 
That the same property holds in Fn(sZ) is a trivial extension. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. For any given K E Sri(Q), r < 1, and E > 0 we can find 
D, E Xn(J2) and P, E sn(sZ) such that 
A- = D, $ P, 
and 1 P, Il. < E. 
Proof. Let K = XI=, [kJi . By Proposition 2.7 we can find ni E A(@‘“) 
with 1 ni II. < </2na, such that ki(t, s, a) = ~~ljji(t, a) g,i(s, a) + n,(t, s, a), 
i = 1, 2,..., n - 1. crT is given by formula (2.6). Since k, = -x;I: ki, define 
n,(t, s, a) = -xy:,n=;’ n,(t, s, a), so that P E CF=, [ni(t, s, u)li E tin(a) and 
[ P 1,. = xr==, 1 ni jT crl. < (n - 1)42n + (n - 1),/2n < E. The separable parts 
of ki(t, s, a) generate a separable element D E &(sZ). But K = D + N and K 
and N are holomorphic, and hence so is D. Q.E.D. 
3. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES 
In this section we consider some general algebraic properties of the rings 
F(a, Q) and gn(l;2), starting with some basic isomorphisms. 
If Sz, C 52 then A(SZ”) ,C A(SZ,n), and so if a is such that a, C Ql for all i, 
then each element of 9(u, G) is also an element of S(a, Gr) so that F(a, In) s 
F(a, G$). In fact the ring F(a, Q) is mapped isomorphically by this identifica- 
tion onto a subring of F(a, Q,). 
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Again, if an open simply connected region sZ* is mapped by a univalent 
mapping function # onto L?, and A*, 9*(a*), F*(a*) denote the operator rings 
on A@*) derived from &‘, $(a), F(a) on A(G), as follows: 
[m(t)] E A + [rn(#(t*))] = [m*(t*)] E J&f*, 
K = f [&(t, s)la, E $(a, Sz) -+ K* = i [h(#(t*), #(s*))#‘(s*)lal e9*(a*, sZ*), 
i=l i=l 
where ai = #(ai*), t = #(t*), s = #(s*), then this mapping is an isomorphism 
taking F(a, J2) onto .F(a*, L?*). 
If T denotes the map which takes u E A(G) to U* = Tu E A(Q*), where 
u*(t*) = u(#(t*)), and [m] E&, K = 1 [ki(t, s)]~, E $(a, fi), then T[m]T-l 
is identified with [m(z,h(t*))] E&Y* and TKT-l with K* = Cy=, [k(#(t*), 
$(s*)) $‘(s*)],; E $*(a*, sZ*), where ai = #(u*). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. -rf M = [m(t) E &‘, [v]~ E J(u, Sz) and m(t) # 0 for any 
t E !2, then M - [VI= is invertible with a unique inverse [m-l(t)] + [w]~ , 
w E A(LP), and 
w(t, s) - m-‘(t) v(t, s) = l,’ m-‘(t) v(t, 0) ~(0, s) dt’ 
= jt w(t, 0) m-l(e) v(0, s) d8. 
s 
(3.1) 
Proof. By virtue of the isomorphism defined by #, mapping P(a, Sz) onto 
$(a*, A*) and vice versa, we need only prove the result on the unit disc. 
Consider first the case M = [l]. In this case Eq. (3.1) have a unique solution 
w E A(d2). This follows from the uniform convergence on compacta of A2 of 
the series 
W= f v’1 ) v,(f, s) = v(t, s), 
1=1 
(see classical proof in [4]). If m(t) # 0 for any t E d, then [m-r] E&(L) and 
[ml - [ula = [ml(l - [m-l(t) v(t, s)L). Th e result now follows from the case 
m = 1. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If K = Cy=, [I& E &(.Q), then I - K may be uniquely 
factored in the form 
where HE Xn(Q). 
(I- K) = (I- blN - W, 
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Proof. We may write K in the form 
This decomposition into a “Volterra 1” element and a holomorphic component 
is unique, for suppose 
p111 + fP = I%ll + H2, Vl , ‘u2 E A(Qn+2), H1, Hz E ST&Q). 
Then [nr]r - [z& = [z’r - z~~]r E Xn(s2) so that or - ~1s = 0, [z& = [v,]r , 
and hence HI = H2. Let Z + W denote the inverse of (I - [TJ]~), where 
ZJ = Cy=, ki . Then 
Z - K = Z - [vll - i7, ~=(p%l+i]~ 
= (1 - [41P - (I+ WR) 
Since (I + l&‘)R = HE #n(s2). By proposition (2.5) we have 
Z - K = (I - [v],)(Z - H). 
This factorization is unique since 
implies [z& + A1 = [v2]r + g2, where Z? = (I - [v&Hi E J&(G), which as 
before implies or = v2 and nr = Z? and so H1 = H2. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. For K E $(a, Q), Z - K is proper factorizable if it can be 
expressed as a product of Volterra factors in the form 
I - K = (1 - [GJZ - Cv2ld a*. V - hlrJ (3.2) 
where v,(t, s) E A(Q2) and b, = ai for some I < j < n, i = 1, 2 ,..., p. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If K E 4(a, Sz) and Z - K is proper factorizable in the 
form (3.2) and bi # bj f or i # j, then the factors are unique for the given ordering 
b1 , b, ,..., b, of the components ai of a. 
Proof. Suppose I - K has two proper factorizations of form (3.2), which 
we write as 
(I - K) = (I - hloJ(~~~)(~ - apple+,) = (I- [GJ(~*~)(~ - Ma,). 
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By Proposition (3.1), I - [v&,~ and1 - [u&,~ h ave unique inverses in the subring 
of F(a) generated by bi components of Y(a), and we can write 
(I - [valb,)(l - i?l;lb,)-’ 
= (I - [vdb,_,)-l “* (I - [vllbl)-l(l - ,+l]bl) ‘.’ (I - i%llbp-,)~ 
The left side and the right side are in subrings of F(a) which intersect only 
in A and so the left and right sides must equal I. Thus v9 = u2, and similarly 
vi = ui for i = 1, 2 ,..., p. Q.E.D. 
Remarks. (1) If I - K is proper factorizable, it is invertible. 
(2) If K E &(a), then I - K may be said to be proper factorizable if 
Eq. 3.2 holds, where bi = j for some i < j < n, i = 1, 2 ,..., p. The analog of 
Proposition 3.3 is proved in a similar manner. 
We can define a factorization structure on the ring FJG) (see [l] for definition) 
in terms of the projections P,* defined as follows: Let M + K be an arbitrary 
element of Fn(sZ) h w ere M = [m] and K = CT=, [kili . Then 
m-1 
(3.3) 
Pm-(M + K) = AZ + i ki [ 1 . i=n 11 
This structure is embedded in g%+i(Q) by the additive map 7m defined as 
follows: 
m-1 
T~(M $ K) = Af + C [ki]i + f k, . 
i-1 [ 1 i=m n+1 (3.4) 
The following proposition shows that 7m is an embedding (see [l, Section 51) 
of the factorization structure defined by P,* in FJSZ) into that in gn+r(Q), 
defined by the projections qm*, where for M + K* EF,+~(Q), K* = CyTf [kfli , 
m-1 
qm+(M + K*) = ibf + C [%+2,, 
i=l 
. 
n+1 
PROPOSITION 3.4. If 
m-1 
u = C [&Ii, ‘= i [“ilia w = i [Wi]< E 9p2) 
i=l i=l i=m 
5W29/3-6 
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and 7m is the map from Y,,(Q) to &+l(-Q) defined by 
m-1 
TS = C [ki]i + i k< [ 1 E 4,,(Q)~ for K = i [K&E .9$), i=l i=m n+1 i=l 
then 
Twa{UVW> = (TmU)(~mV)(T,W) 2-n A+dQ~* (3.5) 
Proof. The map 7, is additive, and the result follows by observing that for 
i<m 
COROLLARY. If U, V, W are defined as above and 
then 
(I - V)(I + W) = I - L;! 
where 
(I - V)(I t W) = (I - ti)(I + W), 
v = y hIi + [‘- zq& , . 
i=l i=?n 
w = [i wi] 
i=m, m-1 
(3.6) 
Proof. From Proposition 3.3 we see that 
(I - V)(I + W) = I - u = I - TmU 
= (I - T,v)(I + Tmw). 
The result follows by setting ara+l = a,-, . Q.E.D. 
In the holomorphic ring of elements M + K where K E ZJL?) we can 
define another factorization structure by means of the projections ni defined 
as follows: ni M = M for all ME A%‘; 
ii K = [il kilm+ i M for K = f [k,]+ EX~(Q). (3.7) 
m i=m+1 i-1 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. If H = Crz, [h& , K = C,“=, [ki], E 9&(Q) then 
(3.8) 
Proof. The results follow by evaluating the expression on each side of the 
equations and comparing terms. Q.E.D. 
This result enables us to factorize 1 - H, H E Xn(.Q) in cases where 
Z - H,+ = Z - nt H is invertible in Sn(.C?). Thus 
I - H = I - H,+ - H,- = (I - H,+)(I - (I - H,+)-’ H,-). 
Now n; {(I - H,+)-l H,-} = 0 b y P roposition 3.4 and so we have a factoriza- 
tion of I - H. 
4. SMALL NORM THEORY 
If K E &(G) it can be uniquely factored in the form 
I - K = (I - [z&)(1 - H), 
where H E X%(L)). (see Proposition 3.2). Thus Z - K can be factored if and only 
if Z - H can. Moreover it can be shown that / H 1,. < [2 1 K I,/(1 - 1 K I,)] 
so that the factorization of Z - K in the case of small norm can be approached 
either directly or via the small norm theory of factorization of holomorphic 
Fredholm operators. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If K E &(Q) and j K ll. < 1, then I - K is invertible and 
(I - K)(I A W) = (I - U) and (I- K) = (I- MN - bzlz) ... 
(I- bnln), 
(4.1) 
Proof. The first of Eq. (4.1) requires w and ui to satisfy equations 
w,(t, s) =: k,(t, s) + nf1 It kj(t, 0) w,(B, s) d0 + /‘k,(t, 8) ~~(8, s) de, 
j=l “j s 
(4.2) 
u,(t, s) = ki(t, s) - f’ k<(t, 0) w,(B, s) A’. 
ai 
(4.3) 
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Equation (4.2) is of the form 
w, = k, + Ksw, , 
where K, is a bounded linear operator on A”(G;2:f2) with norm less than one. 
By classical theory there is a unique solution w, E A”(GFf2) of (4.2) such that 
I w, lr < I k, I,/(1 - II K, II>- Thus 
II Wll, < II K, II/U - II K, II) < I K I,/(1 - I K Id (4.4) 
Equation (4.3) gives ui explicitly in terms of ki and w for i = I, 2,..., n - 1 
and 
I ui Iv G I ki I,/(1 - II Ks II) 
and so 
II W, e II K Ml - II K, II) < I K L-/U - I K 1,). (4.5) 
The corollary to Proposition 3.3 gives 
(I - K)(I + [wnln) = (I - LN + b&-d, 
where K,-, = CT=;’ [k& + [k,],-, for which I K,-l I,. < ( K lr < 1 so that 
I- K,-, may be factorized in the ring Sn(52,) in the same way. This process 
may be continued as follows; 
I - K = (I - K-N + [wnln-d(1 + bAnY~ 
I - Kn--1 = (I - Kn& + [~,&-2)(~ + b’,-~ln--l)-~, 
(4.6) 
and by substitution and multiplication of factor pairs (I + [w,J~-~)-~(~ f 
[w&-i), the required form of the second Eq. (4.1) is obtained. Finally, I - K 
is invertible since all the Volterra factors are invertible. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If the factors are multiplied in the pairs (I + [w&+r)(1+ [wnz]&i, 
a factorization of I - K is obtained in terms of holomorphic factors of the form 
(if [hJm-i - [h&J and a final Volterra factor I - Kl . 
COROLLARY. If K E &(sZ), then for any r < 1, P, E &(a) and D,. E g,(B) 
cm be found sudz that j P, lr < 1 and 
I - K = (I - Vl)(I - P,)(I - D,). (4.7) 
Proof. By Proposition 3.2, I - K may be uniquely factored in the form 
(I - K) = (I - V,)(I - H), where HE tin(Q). 
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By Proposition 2.9, given H and Y we can find D,EGS’,(Q) and P,.EX,(Q) 
such that / P, 1,. < 1 and H = D, + P, . Thus 
I - H = I - P, - D, = (I - P,)(I - (I - P,)-lD,) = (I - P,)(I - &) 
since (I - P,)-l exists and is in 3JsZ) by Proposition 4.1. Finally D, E tin(G) 
because of the ideal property, Proposition 2.5. Q.E.D. 
The following proposition is concerned with an important continuity aspect 
of factorization. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. If Kz = CF=, [k,“], E J$(Q), 1 = 1, 2,..., and K1 tends to 
K = Z=l [hIi E J%(Q) as 1 tends to injkity in the sense that for any Y < 1, 
1 K - Kz ll. tends to zero as 1 tends to injkity, and ;fin FJQ), 
(1 - K) = (I- [%lA~ - bzlz) *** u - [%ln>, 
then for given r < 1 there is an L, such that for all 1 > L, 
(4.8) 
(I- KZ) = v- b,%)(~ - f%%) -*- (I- E%W (4.9) 
in Sn(Q,.), and viz tends to vi as 1 tends to infinity. 
Proof. Write I - K’ = I - K - Ml, where Mz = Kz - K = CL, [rn& 
so that Cr=, ] miz II. tends to zero as 1 tends to infinity for any given r < 1. Now 
I - K = (I - U)(I - [v,J,J from expression (4.8) and both I - U and 
(I - [v&J are invertible in Fn(G). Let (I - U)-1 = I + R and (I - [z&-l = 
I + W, so that 
I - Kz = (I - U)(I - (I + R) Mz(I + W)# - [v&J 
Es (I - up - XZ)(I - [v&J. 
Now given Y < 1 we can choose L, so that for all 1 > L, 
II X2 IIF G ll(I + WI, II Mz llr II I+ WII, = 4 II Mz llr -c 1 
so that I - X2 is factorizable. For 1 > L, 
n-1 
(I - X,) = (I - YZ)(I - ZZ), zz = [2qn ) y’ = 1 bi’li 
i=l 
in Sfl(.C&). Equations (4.4) and (4.5) show 11 Yl 11,. and II Zz I],. tend to zero as 1 
tends to infinity. We now have 
(I - Kz) = {(I - U)(I - F)}{(I - Zz)(I - [v&J} 
= (I - UZ)(I - [vnqn), 
where Uz tends to U and [vnzln tends to [v,Jn as I tends to infmity. 
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Now lJ1 is of the form CrI: [@Ii and U1 tends to U in Sr,(.C&) as 1 tends to 
infinity and I - U = (I - [&)(...)(I - [~lJ~-r) in F,+r(sZ,). Given 
initially r = r,, < 1 we first choose 1 > rr > r, and derive as above 
I - Ki = (I - iY)(I - [wnlln) in Fn(Q,J, 1 > LT1 . 
Next Uz is factored in the same fashion in Fn-r(L?r,), where yI > r2 > Y,, ; and 
in an obvious inductive manner we obtain a complete factorization of I - Kz 
for all I > L,* in Fn(Q,n)~l > y2 > ... > Y, > r. , with the required properties. 
Q.E.D. 
5. SEPARABLE KERNELS 
In this section we investigate the factorability of I - K where K E Yn(sZ) 
and is separable so that it has a representation (2.12). We consider first the case 
where n = 1 and I - K is a Volterra operator. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. The separable Volterra operator 
I - [WI, = I- [a’(4 4 b(s, a)L , t, s, ci E Q, (5.1) 
has its resolvent kernel w separable and given by 
46 s, 4 = a’(& 4 @& s, 4 b(s, 4, (5.2) 
where QP,(t, s, a) E A(p) and is the fundamental N x N matrix defined by 
@,(t, s) = I + j-’ C(4 4 @,(& s) 4 C(O, a) = b(0, a) a’(B, CY). (5.3) 
s 
Proof. The kernel w is immediately seen to satisfy the two resolvent equations 
w(t, s, a) = v(t, s, a!) + s’ v(t, 0, a) w(8 , s, 4 dd 
s 
v(t, s, 4 + s” w(t, 0, a> 40 
(5.4) 
= , s, 4 de 
s 
by virture of Eq. (5.3), and its adjoint equation 
@c(t, s, a> =I + s t ab,(t, 0, a) C(O, a) de. (5.5) .3 
The matrix Qc is itself separable by virtue of the fundamental matrix property 
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and so w = a’(t, CX) F(s, 01), where Z(t, CX) = a’(t, a) Qc(t, 01, CX) and 6(s, a) = 
QC(ol, s, a) b(s, CY). The resolvent is unique by virtue of Proposition 3.1. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If K = C [a'(& a) bi(s, a)li E &(sZ), then (I - K) may 
be factored in the form 
I - K = (I - V)(I - H), (5.6) 
where a = (aI , a2 ,..., a,), 
v = [a’(4 a) B(s, a& , 
H = f [a’(4 a) +(t, al , a) Us, a& - [a’(~ a) @(t, a, , a) B(S, a)ll , 
i=l 
and 
B(s, a) = i bi(s, a); @(t, s, a) = I + J“ B(0, a) ~‘(0, a) @(O , s, a) d8. 
i=l s 
Proof. It is immediately verified by substitution that 
V+-H-VH=K. 
The factored form (5.6) was shown in Proposition 3.2 to be unique. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.3. If H = Cr=“=, [a’(t) bi(s)‘ji E Sn(sZ) so that CT=, hi(s) = 0, 
then I - H can be factored in the following ways; 
(1) (I- WGW)l + 4 = (I- Hn-JbL(tll + f.4 = M,(t>l + *, (5.7) 
where w = [a’(t) R,(s) bn(s)ln , rD(s) = I - C&f j;, b@) a’(@ de, l$,(s) = 
adjugate of r,(s), dD(t) = determinant of re(t), H,-l = CFLt [u’(t) bi(s)lP. + 
[u’(t) bn(s)]n-l , u = [a’(t) R,(s) bn(s)lnel , and u = CyIt [u& + [0], . If d, has 
no zeros in SZn+l then 
and 
(I + w[d,l])-’ = I - [u’(t) r;l(t) bfi(s)]n ; (5.8) 
(2) [&](I - H) = (I - K,J([%l - f&n), D, = 4&m), (5.9) 
where 
H,,, = 5 b’(t) bi(s)li + a’(t) t b(s) , 
i=l i=m 1 711 
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If d,(t) and d,(t) have no zeros in 52 n+l then I - ir,[D$] is invertible and 
(I - @,JD$])-’ = I + i [a’(t) r;‘(a,) b,(s)], 
i=m 
- 
[ 
a’(t) r,‘(a,) f bJs) 
i=m 1 m 
= I + [a’(t) r;l(a,) 5’ hi(s)] 
i=l m 
+ i$. [a’(t) y34 bi(s)li e
Proof. Choose a region Q, C Sz sufficiently small to ensure that r*(t) = 
I - x:1;” ji, hi(e) a’(e) de is invertible for all 1 < p < n and ai , t in 52, . 
Consider the following product in Fn(Q,); 
4 = k - f [a’(t) bi(s)l,)(~ + [a’(t) ril(s) Wll.) 
i=l 
= I - i [a’(t) bt(s)li + [a’(t) y;‘(s) bn(s)ln 
i=l 
+ gl [ J^: a’(t) W> 44deyi’(s) Us)] i t 
u’(t) hi(e) der,‘(s) b,(s) 1 1 
= I + f [d(t) I-hi(s) + JS bi(e> u’(e) derL’(s) b,(s)]/, 
i=l ai L 
I - f js hi(e) aye) de 
i=l Oi 
1 r,‘(s) W)]n 3 
since x:i”=, l: hi(e) u’(e) de = 0, because HE LB?,(Q), and so Cr-, hi(e) = 0. 
Thus 
El = I + 5’ [u’(t) /I’ bJe> u’(e) derZ’(s) b,(s) - b,(s)]/, 
i=l ai 1 
I - nfl js hi(e) u’(e) de C(s) b,(s) - W b,(s) 
i=l =t 1 n 
=I- u*, where U* = nFI [a’(t) {b,(s) - J:*bi(e) u’(e) Y,~(s) b,(s)jli 
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By the corollary to Proposition 3.4, 
I - U” = (I - R)(I + [u’(t) Y,l(S) bn(S)]n-l), 9 
where A = CyLt [a’(t) bi(s)li + [a’(t) &(~)]+r . If d,(t) is the determinant 
of the matrix m(t), then in FJQ,) 
(1 - WV + kw Glb) bw&z(~)l 
= (1 - ww,1 + WI = (1 - WV + [a’(t) a4 bmd44~)1 
:. (I- fq([d,l + w> = (1 - Jm&l + w> 
= (I - U*)[d,(t)] = [dJ + u. 
Since all the elements of the last equation are in F%(Q) and the equation holds 
in Fn(L2,), it must hold by analytic continuation in gn(Q). 
If d, has no zeros in Qn+r then 
I+ W4?1 = I+ [a’(t) G1(4 h@)-jn 
and this is in &(Q) and by Proposition 3.1 is invertible. The inverse is 
(I - [u’(t) ml(t) bl,(s)ln) since 
E, = (I- 144 GIW bz(WU + kW y,%) U4ln> 
= I - [u’(t) Y;yt) b,(s) - u’(t) Y,l(S) b,(s) 
+ Jst a’(t) GW b@) 4@ y34 W>ln .
Now 
j-t b,(O) u’(O) d6’ = -ncl It hi(O) u’(B) d0 = lst 2 (0) de = m(t) - Y,(S). 
9 i=l s 
Thus, 
E, = I - [u’(t){@) - r;‘(s) + Y,+)(Y,$) - r,(s)) Y,‘(S)} bn(& = I. 
The second part of the theorem is proved in an analogous fashion. In the 
operator ring F~(Q,), direct multiplication verifies the equation 
I - H = (I - 23,) (I - f [u’(t) Y;yu,) b&)]i + [d(t) Y;yu,) f b&g) 
i=m i=m 
(5.11) 
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Equation (2) is obtained by multiplying both sides of Eq. (5.11) on the right 
by the constant element [&(a,)] E k’. All elements in Eq. (5.9) are then in 
Fn(CJ) and the equation holds in Fn(sZ,). It therefore holds in gn(s2). It is also 
readily verified that the expression given for (I - &J-r indeed gives the identity 
when multiplied by I - Rm . Q.E.D. 
Remark. (1) We may factor (1 - H,) as a product of factors with two 
components by successive applications of formula (2). Thus 
[a-,1(1 - K-1) = (I- fLWn-21 + b’(t) LzLNn-2 
- b’(t) R,-A-&)ln-2, (5.12) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
[QnW - fLz+d = (I- 4w4?zl + [4t) wLl(~)lrn 
- [u’(t) &Pm+&)lm+J, 
where R, = &(a,) and B,(s) = Cy=, hi(s), and hence, 
[D‘J[Q] *-- [R-I](~ - H) = (Pzl + F,)(P,l + F3) ..* Pn-11 + ~n-d, 
F,,, = [a’(t) WL+,W, - k’(t) %%+d4lnz+1 . (5.13) 
(2) If 11 H Ill. < 1 then by Proposition 4.1, (I - H) is factorizable in 
So. Now S& contains a region Sz, say in which Pi is invertible for all 
1 < m < 71. In &(&,), the factors have a representation given by Theorem 5.3. 
Thus, 
(I - H) = (I - H&(1 + [a’(t) y,‘(s) WIndI - W) r;‘(t) bz(~)ln), 
(I - H,-1) = (I - H,-z)(f + EW y&(s) %&S>ln-2) 
x (I - [a’(t) G(t) &-&Ld, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (5.14) 
(I - H,) = (I - H,-,)(I + [a’(t) G’(s) k&)lm-d(I - k’(t) G’(t) &(s)lm), 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(I - HI) = I, 
where B,(t) = Cy=‘=, &(t). Now in g%(D,.) 
(I- H) = (I- [~dJ(~~~>(~ - LJn) (5.15) 
(5.16) 
and factorization is unique, so that 
v, E u’(t) Y,‘(t) b,(s) 
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in Q, and hence in 9, . Thus a’(t) r(t;‘) b,(s) E A(Q:+‘). The inverse of1 - [V,& 
is I + [a’(t) G3s) bn(41n in Q, and so a’(t) G’(s) b,(s) E A(Q;2:+2) also. By an 
analogous argument we have a’(t) y;;;‘(t) B,(s) and a’(t) Y;‘(S) B,(s) E A(O:+‘) 
and so in gn(52,.), I - [V,,& has the representation 
I - [ Vmlm = (1 - V(t) y,‘(t) &7&LJ(~ + k’(t) y&(s) Kn+dan) 
(5.17) 
for m = 2, 3,..., n - 1 and 
I - VA = (If [W a4 W)ld- (5.18) 
(3) RJ,D;r] = H since HI = 0 and the relationships which holds in 
small regions where 07’ exists, continues analytically into L@%(Q). We see from 
formula (5.10) that (I - Rm[D$J)-l is obtained as a simple projection from 
(I - H)-1 which accumulates the first m - 1 kernels of (I - H)-l as an m 
kernel and leaves the rest of the elementary operators comprising it unchanged. 
If (I - H) is invertible in &(.C?) and this projection of its inverse is also in- 
vertible in the same ring then I - R,JD$] can be constructed by means of 
a sequence of operations. 
6. DETERMINANTS 
We first define the determinant of a Volterra operator I - [v]. This is used 
to define the determinant of I - K E Fm(Q) on any domains Q,. such that 
11 K /I7 < 1 as the product of the determinants of its Volterra factors (see 
Proposition 4.1). 
Finally, this function on QF+’ is shown to have a global extension to A(C@+l). 
DEFINITION. If v(t, s, a) E A(@+“) then the determinant of (I- [r~]~) or 
6(1- [u]~) E A(@+l) is defined by 
S(I - [w]$) = exp (-s:, tr ~(0, 0, a) ds) = exp(-tr[vli). (6-l) 
L 
Some elementary properties follow immediately from this definition. If 
(.Z - [u]J and (I - [u]J are two Volterra elements of Fn(!Z) in the subring of 
ith components, then 
S{(I - [U]i)(I - [WI& = 6 II - [u + w - St ..I iI s 
= exp j-s,‘, tr(u(e, 6) + 44 0)) de1 
= S(I - [uli; S(1- [W-jJ. 6-W 
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Also, S(I - [u&) depends continuously on C; for if V~ = ‘u + w,, , where 
j w, jr tends to zero as m tends to infinity, then for any Y < 1, 
*(I - [%li> - W - [@li)lr = 1 exp 1-J” tr w,(B, t?) nS/ -11 / S(I - [E]~ jr, 
ai r 
and this tends to zero as m tends to infinity. 
DEFINITION. If K E .9$,(D) and // K ]]r < 1, then in 9-&L),.) we have (see 
Proposition 4.1) 
and we define S,(1 - K) the determinant of I - K in A(QY1) by the expression 
&(I - K) = fi S(1 - [v&) E A(SZ:+l). 
i=l 
(e-3) 
Multiplicative and extension properties of 6,(1 - K) are now derived by 
studying separable kernels which are dense in &(sZ) and by appealing to conti- 
nuity and uniqueness properties of factors. First, a lemma on separable Volterra 
operators in &(Q) is given. 
LEMMA 6.1. 1’ v(t, s) = u’(t) b(s) E A(&?‘@), where a(t) and b(t) are column 
vectors of m components each in A(L@+l), and the components of u(t) are linearly 
independent, then 
6(1 - [vii) = det(U-l(t, ai)) = det(U(ai , t)), (6.4) 
where the m x m matrix U(t, s) is the fundamental matrix de$ned by 
U(t, s) = I + j-t b(0) a’(O) U(O, s) d0 
s 
= I+ Jt up, 8) b(e) qe) de. 
s 
(6.5) 
Proof. If O’(z) = A(z) a(z) where CD and A are m x m matrices then (see 
[6 P. 11111, 
det Q(z) = det(@(z,)) exp [l tr A(0) de. 
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Thus 
S(1 - [u’(t) b(s)li) 2 exp I-Jb, tr u’(O) b(0) d61/ 
I 
= exp /-It tr(b(@ a’(O)) di’\ 
ni 
= det( U(a, , t)) = det( U-l(t, uJ). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. If H = & [u’(t) bi(s)li E .Sn(Q), so that Cr=, hi(s) = 0, 
and if II H 11,. < 1 and H, denotes H us an element of LSJQ,), then 
S(I - H,.) = det I - f s’” &(O) u’(O) do). (6.6) 
i=l a, 
Proof. Since /I H &. < 1, we see by Theorem 5.3, second remark that in 
KP,) 
where 
1 - bnln = 1 - [a’(t) yZ(t) h(s)ln , 
1 - ~%lm = v - [a’(t) G?(t) %&sn)(~ + k’(t) Gil hn+1(an/ 
for 2 < wz < n - 1 and U, = u’(t) Y$(s) &(s), where 
Y,(S) = I - nfl ss hi(e) u’(d) do, B,(s) = f hi(S). 
{=I ai i=m 
Thus by Lemma 6.1 
where 
S(1 - [u’(t) r&‘(t) &(s)]J = det Lrinz(anl , t), 
qyt, s) == I + Jt B,,(B) d(e) Y;l(e) uy(e, s) de, 
s 
which has the solution Ulm(t, s) = rm(t) Y;‘(S). 
Similarly, 
and so 
W + [44 yii-34 &WI,,-d = d4r3am-I) r,(t)) 
6(1- H,) = fi det(r,(u,) v;‘(t)) det(r;l(u,-l) r&t)) 
n=2 
= det Y,‘(u,) det ~,(a,) = det ~,(a,), 
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since r&am-& = r,-,(a,-,) and rs(aJ = I so that det ~;‘(a,) = 1. Thus 
(I - H,) = det (I - iI f:,^ &(B) a’(e) de). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. IfK = I - [k,], - [k,], ES~(LJ) and 
Proof. First suppose K is separable and 
ki(t, s) = a’(t) b&). 
By Proposition 5.2 we can write 
where @(t, S) = I + ji (bI(e) + b,(O)) u’(e) @(e, S) de. 
This may be factored further in accord with Theorem 4.1 in 9s(G’,l) if rl is 
small enough that 1 K jr1 < 1, to give 
where, because of the uniqueness proposition, Proposition 3.3, 
d, = u2 and (1 - J’N - Md = I- [UIII . 
Then in Ys(sZ,l>, 
z det @(u, , t) det (1-t I’* b,(e) d(e) aye, 4 de 
01 
) 
by Lemma 6.1 and Proposition 6.2. Thus, 
E = det 
t 
@(a, , t) + J”” b2(e) d(e) aye, t) de). 
01 
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On the other hand, if I - K is factored in the form 
But 
= det @(a, , 
( 
t) - joa bl(e) a’(@ qe, t) de). 
1 
det @(a,, 
( 
= det (@(a, , t> - 1” t&t@) + WJ)) 44 W, 4 de 
“1 
i Jo2 b,(B) u’(e) qe, t) de) 
01 
= det (@(a, , t) + 1” b,(B) u’(O) @(O, t) do) 
“1 
z-z= E in A(SZF+l), where Y < rr and r2 . 
By analytic continuation, we therefore have 
w - [%lJ w - [%ld = w - h12> w - M>* 
In general, for a given K E $Z(sZ) we can construct a sequence of separable 
kernels Km E jI(L?) such that Km tends to K as m tends to infinity, since by 
Proposition 2.9 we can choose a sequence rIE tending to one and E, tending to 
zero and find D, , P, such that 
K = D, t- P, , Dn E ~n,Pn), /I P, lIr, < E, . 
Set Km = D, . Then, by Proposition 4.2, for any given r < 1 there is an M 
such that for m > M 
(I- K”) = (I- h”ld(I - l~z”lJ = (I- h”l,)V - h’%) 
in Fs(G,), and uim tends to ui , vim tends to vi as m tends to infinity. Since 
w - [%W w - bz%> = sv - [~Im12) w - [%Td 
and S(1 - [wli) depends continuously on V, result (6.7) must follow. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY. If K E Y&c2) and 
where 1 < mi < n, then 
6” = fj S(I - [zJ&) = frS(I - [z&J 
i=l j=l (6.9) 
Proof. Consider the sequence of integers m, , m2 ,..., m, . Locate the 
members which equal one. Either they all cluster at the start of the sequence 
or there is a first m, = 1 with numbers in the sequence greater than one before 
it. In this second case, multiply the two factors (I - [~+i]~,-~) and (I - [v&J 
together and refactor in the opposite order. We obtain a new factorization of 
(I - K) valid in some &(J&) with m, moved a step toward ml . This operation 
preserves S* in A(Q;+i) and I - K in &(sZ,). If m, still has larger numbers 
before it, repeat the process until m, takes the place of m, or joins the cluster 
of ones at m, ,... . Next repeat the process for the next m,i = 1 until all ones 
in the sequence are clustered at the start; then multiply all these together to 
give a factor [I - (z$)]r as the first factor of a sequence in which m, > 1 for 
r > 1. This process may be repeated to bring together next all m, factors equal 
to two and so on. In a finite number of steps a new factorization of I - K is 
produced of the same form as the first of (6.8) valid in some Fn(!2,), 
G;2, C J’S_, C ... C !2, . At every step the value of S* is preserved in ~2;“~‘. But 
the final factor form must be identical with 
(-7 - M)(~ - b,lJ ‘.. (I- hln) (see Proposition 3.3). 
Thus Eq. (6.9) holds in A(Qy+‘) and, therefore, by analytic continuation in 
A(O”+l). Q.E.D. 
For an arbitrary K = ~~=i [k& E $,(S), define 6(1- K) E A(Qnn+l) as 
follows: 
DEFINITION. Given t, a in !2+1, choose r < 1 so that t, a E JZ:+i. By the 
corollary to Proposition 4.1 we can factor (I- K) in Fn(JJ,) in the form 
I - K = (I - Vl)(I - P,)(I - a>, (6.10) 
where 
1' 
i’ F, !il. < I, and D, z f [u’(t) bi(s)li E Q&2). 
i=l 
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Define 
S(I - K) = S(I - V,) &(I - P,) det I - “z’ 1” 6i(0) a’(e) d0 . (6.11) 
is1 ai 
PROPOSITION 6.4. The determinant S(I - K) is well defined and belongs to 
i2(@+1). 
Proof. Since /I P, /I < 1, I - P is factorizable in Fn(Qn,) and S,(1 - P,) E 
A(L?:+l). The other two factors of (6.10) are in the same set and so 
G, = S(I - V,) &.(I - P,) det I - n$l Ia” &(0) a’(0) dA) E A(SZr+l). 
.&I ai 
Choose r0 small enough to ensure that /I K /lrO and [[ D, ljr0 are both less than one. 
Then by Propositions 6.2 and 6.3 and corollary 
G, / CL’;+’ = S# - K), 
where STO(l - K) is the product of the determinants of all the Volterra factors 
of (I - K) in Fn(Qr,). Thus G, is an analytic continuation of ST0 (I - K) E 
A(.OrO+‘) and so is independent of the decomposition (6.10). If 1 > r2 > rr , 
then Grz 1 L)yT” = Grl so that S(1- K) is well defined and belongs to A(@+l). 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. If K E Z&~(G), then v1 = 0 in expression (6.10). S(1- D) is 
independent oft and since /I P II7 can be chosen as small as one likes, I 6,(1- P)lr 
can be taken as near one as desired and so S(1- K) must be independent of t, 
i.e., S(I - H) E A(LF) for HE 9&(Q). 
PROPOSITION 6.5. If Kl, K, , K3, E &(Q) and 
then 
I - K3 = (I - K,)(I - K,), (6.12) 
S(I - K3) = S(I - Kl) S(I - K,). (6.13) 
Proof. Both sides of Eq. (6.13) are elements of A(A’F+~). Choose Y such that 
II Ki lll. < 1 for i = 1, 2, and 3, so that 
(I - Ki) = (I - [zl;ll) **. (I - [v,~],), zq E A(f2”+2), i = 1, 2, 3, 
in FJSZ,), and 
S(I - Ki) 1 !Z’:+l = &(I - [vlill) x ... x &(I - [v,~],). 
580/29/3-7 
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Equation (6.12) implies 
(I - [%“lN - k%312) ... ((I- [%231n) 
= (I - WIJ ... u - khlln)(~ - wx) ... v - bnW 
and by the corollary to Proposition 6.3 that Eq. (6.13) holds in A(Gr+‘). It thus 
holds in A(@+l) by analytic continuation. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. If HE S%(G), then I - H is invertible in F*(Q), ;f and 
only if 6(I - H) is invertible in Af$F), that is, if and o&y if S(I - H) # 0 at 
any point a E LP. 
Proof. If I - H is invertible in 9&J) and I + Q is its inverse (and hence 
Q E s%(Q) by the ideal property), then 
(I - WI + Q) = I; S(1-H)S(1+Q)=S1=1, (6.14) 
and so S(1- H) is invertible. 
Conversely, for any Y < 1 we can find P, , D, such that 
(I - H) = (I - P,.)(I - 0,); D, E ~,dQ,J> P, E &G-&d, II P, llr < 1. 
I - P is factorizable and if 
I - p, = (I- hll)V - [%lz) ... (I- hzla) fz e&w, 
then S(1- Pr) = exp{-& J-1: tr ~~(8, 0) de} and is invertible in A@,,“). 
Since 6,.(1- H) = S,(1- P,.) S,(1- D7), then S(1- H) invertible implies 
S,(1- D,) invertible in A(&$“). From Proposition 6.2, if D, = Cr=, [a’(t) bi(s)& 
and ~,(a,) = (I- CFIl Jz; b,(B) a’(B) de), then (S(1 - D,)l-’ = det r,(u,) E 
/l&n) and is invertible in A@“). Thus ~;‘(a,) exists in A(SZ,“) and from 
formula (5.10) we see I - i7, is invertible in F%(sZ,), and fir = H. 
The invertibility of S(1- H) th us implies that of I - H in every Rn(&), 
r < 1, and hence in F%(Q). For if I + Qr = 1- H)-r in T*(Q,) and rl > Ye, 
then QT, I Q”;nz’” = Qy, since the inverse is unique in Fn(Qr2). Thus Q defined 
equal to Q,. for points in 9:+2 satisfies 
(I - H)(I + Q) = (I + Q)(I - H) = I. Q.E.D. 
If K E $(a, Sz), the determinant of I - K is defined as follows: Let l? = 
Cy=, [&Ii E .&(a) be such that ki(t, s) is independent of a for all i and identical 
with the corresponding kernels in K. Then S(1- R) evaluated at a is the 
determinant S(1- K) E A(SZ) of I - K. 
It can be shown after the manner of the proof of Proposition 6.6 that if 
K E &‘(a, G) then I - K is invertible in 9(a, Q) if and only if S(1- K) # 0. 
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Note that if K E Y(a, Q), we can write I - K = (I - V&Z - H) as in 
Proposition 3.2. I - V, is always invertible and so the invertibility of I - K 
depends on &(I- H) E C. 
7. GLOBAL FACTORIZATION 
The globally defined determinant of an operator I - K E Sri(Q) enables us 
to extend Theorem 5.3 to arbitrary elements of g%(Q). The key step is a charac- 
terization of d,(t) in the general setting. 
From Proposition 6.2 we see that 
d,(t) = det I - “c’ It b,(B) a’(e) d6’ 
/ i=l aj I 
= S(1 - HZ), 
(7.1) 
where 
WI-1 
HG = 1 - C [a’(4 a) Us, ah - [a’(4 a) B,(s, a)lt 
i=l 
(7.2) 
and B,(s, a) = CL, bi(s, a). Th e ai dependence of the vectors a’ and bi has 
been stressed to make it clear that (7.2) IS not obtained from I - H merely by 
substituting t for a,,, , a,,, ,..., a, . These paramenters must be left untouched 
in the kernels of the operator. This can be done in the following way: 
Elements K = Cy=, [I& E 9n(Q) may be mapped into 9S+I(Q) by the map 
7, defined below by its action on K. 
m-1 
~,nk' = C [k]i + = Em E 4n+1(52). 
i=l n+1 
(7.3) 
Note that if H = Crz, [u’(t) bi(s)li E 9%(Q), then 
d,(l - H)(u,+~) = S(1 - T,H). 
DEFINITION. The Weiner-Hopf determinant, d&l-K) of I-K, K&$2), 
is defined as follows: 
d&l - K)(t) = S(1 - ~n‘K)(u,+, = t) 
and is an element of A(@+l). 
The map 7, is not a homomorphism, but it does preserve certain products 
in the ring Sn(L?) (see Proposition 3.4). 
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THEOREM 7.1. If H = zy=, [h& E ZJSZ), then I - H may be factored in 
Fa(Q) as follows: 
(I - W(MI - WI + Ma) = (I- fLJ@W - HII + bind (7.5) 
where w E A(Qn+2), H,-, = CyIt [hili + [hn]n-1 ; 
P(I - K,Jl(~ - H) = (I- fL)([W - fL)l - Fi,,), (7.6) 
where H, = CzA1 [hJi + [~~=, h& and H,, = Cf=, [h& E Hn(Q). 
Proof. By Proposition 2.9, for any HE A??(Q), and any r < 1 we can find 
D, E 59JLI) and P, E Z%(Q) such that 
H = P, + D, and IPA < 1. 
Then I - H = I - P, - D, and since I - P, may be factored in the form 
(1 - pm + Mn> = (1 - Qv + kin-1) 
and all factors are invertible in ~&$.), we may write 
(I - H)(I + [qln) = (I- pJ(I + kiln-d(l - Da>, 
where 
0: = (I + [qln-l)-l(I - p,>-’ Q-V + Mn) E %W. 
By Theorem 5.3 
(I - DT*)([d,(I - D,*)l + [e&J = (I- RWn(~ - D,*)l + M-d9 
where if we write 0: = Cy-, [dfli then D,* = Cyr,’ [d,“]a + [d$]+1. From 
Proposition 3.4 it can be seen that 
d,(l - 0:) = S(T,,@ + [&z-&1(I - p,)-V - H)(I + k]n)}) 
= &{(I + [q]nJ1(I - PA-V + Mn>) 40 - HI 
= d,(l - P,)-’ d,(l - H) 
and hence in SQL?,) we have 
(7.7) 
= (I - H)([d,(I - H)] + [wrln) = (I - H)([W - WI + Prln-11, 
where w, E .LI(Q~‘~). 
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We show that w, coincides with a unique element w E A(Qn+z) in 52, . Suppose 
wrl and wT2 are constructed as above for 1 > rr > ~a > r, . If Y,, is small enough, 
I - T,$ 1s invertible in 9~+,(sZ,J and so [&(I- H)] is invertible in A(Q~~2). 
In this case (1+ [wr;ln[da(l - H)]-l)-l is a factor of I - H E 9n(f2,) and hence 
unique so that w,, and w, coincide in sZ:0+2 and so wrl is an analytic continuation 
of W,%. We define w E’A(@+~) as that analytic function which coincides 
with ~1. in SZn+ 2. It follows by the previous argument that w is well defined, 
unique: and sitisfies Eq. (7.5). 
The second part, Eq. (7.6) of the theorem is proved in an analogous manner. 
First we prove the small norm case. 
If H E T%JR) and / H lr < 1, then in 9%(r;2,), I - H,,, is invertible and its 
inverse I + Q is of the form I + Cy=y [c& - [Cy=l’ Q& . Now 
I-H=I-fiH-fiH 
nr m 
= (I - H,) I - (I + Q) fi H = (I - H& - P), 
m 
where, from Proposition 3.5, n’, P = 0 and so P has the form XL, [P& E 
&‘JsZ,), and so (I- H) = (I - H&I - P). These factors, (I- H,) and 
(I - P), are unique. This follows from [l] since a factorization structure is 
invoked, or by the elementary argument used earlier (Proposition 3.3). They 
are also invertible since (I - H) and (I + Q) are invertible in 9$&.). 
Proceeding as in the proof of Eq. (7.5), we write 
I-.HHI--p~.-~~ 
= (1 - P,,‘)(I - Qm) - DT, 
I - H = (I - PmT)(I - D*‘)(I - Qm), 
where D*? = (I - P,l)-l D’(I - Q&l E 9n(L&.). I - D*r is factored in the 
manner of Theorem 5.3 (2), so that 
[4n(I - ~*r)C~m)l(l - HI 
= (I - P,‘)(I - D:)([d& - D*T)(q,Jl - D:)(I - Qm). (7.8) 
Again from Proposition 3.5 
&(I - D*W,) = 4nW - PmY(I - HIV - QnJ-W,) 
= &(I - H) &(I - P’)(a,,J 
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and by multiplying both sides of (7.8) by d,(l - P’)“(a,J we get 
where R, = cyem. [Y& E sn(Q,.), since from Proposition 3.5; by applying nz 
to Eq. (7.8) we get 
(I - H,) = (I - PmT)(I - D,*,‘). 
Now &(I- H)(a,) = 6 nt (I - H) = 6(1- H,). An analytic continuation 
argument after the manner of the first part completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
Remark. (1) If K E &(sZ) we may factor I - K by first writing I - K = 
(I- vd(I - H), H 5 KG’), and applying Theorem 7.1. Since d,(l - Vi) = 
S(1- VI) E A(lP+l) and (I - Vr)(I - H,-,) = I - K,-, , where for K = 
C:=, (k& E 9$2), Knel = CrIt [kJi + [k,],-l , we can write the result of 
Theorem 7.1 in the more general form 
(I- K)([W - WI + k4J = (I- L-l)(Ea(~ - WI + Wn-J 
for K E 9m(Q) and some w E A(LW2). 
(2) Equation (7.6) may also be reformulated in the forms: 
(I- H)(W - WI + Q> = (I- fL%V - HII 
for H E #%(sZ) and some Q E A(52”+2) satisfying n: Q = 0; 
(I- K)([V - K)l + $) = (I- K,z)[W - K)l 
for K E .9%(G) and some &E A(fi52”+2) satisfying n: Q = 0. 
In conclusion it should be noted that all proofs are readily translated to the 
matrix case where the elements of A(@+‘) are vectors and those of A(SZn+2) are 
matrices. 
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